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THE RESIDENTIAL SOLAR PANEL INSTALLATION PROCESS
ONE FAMILY’S EXPERIENCE – January-April, 2014

PURPOSE. This discourse is intended to convey an appreciation of the basic process involved with the
installation of a residential roof-mounted solar panel system as experienced by one family.
WHO WE ARE. We are Susan and GB Brigham. Our primary residence, where we have lived since 2003,
is a 2-unit condominium in Newton, MA. We also have a seasonal residence in Wellfleet.
WHAT WE DID. We have both been concerned about global climate change and the impact thereon by
the use of non-renewable energy resources, particularly fossil fuels. When the opportunity arose to
reduce our Newton home’s carbon footprint through the medium of solar photovoltaic (solar PV)
electricity generation, we decided to take advantage of it.
WHY WE COMMITTED. We have been following the solar PV scene for some time and observed the
continuing decrease in price per watt, the increase in solar cell efficiency, the financial incentives
available, and the addition of alternative ways to finance an installation. When the City of Newton
became one of the communities selected by the Commonwealth to participate in the2013 Solarize
Massachusetts program, we realized that this presented a one-time opportunity to install a solar PV
system a maximum cost savings due to special incentives that might accrue. After investigating further
and obtaining a set of quotes, we elected to have a 7kW, 28-panel roof-mounted system installed on our
condo unit and chose to pay for it via outright purchase.
HOW THE PROCESS UNFOLDED FOR US. It is not our intent to describe how the Solarize Massachusetts
program works, other than to say that it does have a number of important moving parts. In order to
understand what these parts are and how they interact, we urge the reader to attend local sessions
where the program is presented for your community, ask questions, obtain material, arrange for a site
analysis and learn more on the Internet. Not every location will be suited for solar PV, nor will suitable
ones necessarily afford a viable payback. When both the site and the economics are advantageous,
however, it is worth giving solar PV careful consideration, especially when the Solarize Massachusetts
program is offered in your community.
After learning as much about the Solarize Massachusetts program as we felt was needed, our next step
was to arrange a site review. The system installer selected by Newton was SolarFlair
(www.solarflair.com), a privately held Massachusetts company located in Framingham. Under the
Solarize Massachusetts program, each community selected to participate in the program solicits RFPs
(Requests for Proposals) from qualified companies and selects one company to be the installer for
systems to be installed in that community under the program. The community administration works
closely with the installer to facilitate and expedite the permitting and inspection processes so that
covered installations receive priority treatment and avoid delays. This partnership worked very well for
us.
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PRELIMINARIES. The SolarFlair personnel visited our home on a sunny day and, using a sophisticated
pole-mounted gauge, took a solar energy reading for our house. The device used takes into account the
day of the year and time of day, from which a complete picture of the sun’s angle, duration and
expected energy density can be computed. These data are adjusted to account for local weather
patterns, such as yearly average number of sunny days, solar energy density at various times of the year,
etc. We also provided SolarFlair with a copy of our electric bill, from which electrical consumption by
month for one year can be obtained. SolarFlair’s engineers combined all of the information gathered to
develop a picture of what our electrical production/consumption profile could look like for a given size
solar PV system.
Limiting factors, such as available roof “real estate”, achievable capacity, cost, payback, etc., are taken
into account at this juncture and a picture emerges as to what is feasible and practical. In our case, we
were fortunate to have a significant amount of appropriately sited roof “real estate” and were well
qualified for an installation. SolarFlair provided us with a package consisting of several systems of
differing capacities, as well as available options. Eventually, we settled on a 7kW, 28-panel system. The
analysis indicated that about 6 months of the year, our electrical energy consumption would exceed the
solar PV energy generation, and for the remaining 6 months, energy generated would exceed energy
consumed. Overall annually, the system would generate about 101% of the amount of energy
consumed.
It turned out that the rear roof was the most suitable one for our solar panels. We were essentially
agnostic about the actual panel location. For the benefit of the reader, panels on the rear roof may
desirable if the intent is to make the panel array as invisible as possible. Or it may be undesirable if the
intent is to advertise to all passers-by that you are unequivocally committed to the concept of
renewable energy. For panels located on the front, the reverse is true.
We ultimately signed a contract with SolarFlair for an outright system purchase. The overall cost, before
federal and state tax credits/incentives and tier pricing adjustments, was $28,330. The Tier 5 discount
reduced the cost by $3,850. The MCEC Rebate reduced the cost a further $2,000. The installation
qualifies for a 30% Federal Residential Energy Credit (about $6,700) and a $1,000 MA Solar and Wind
Energy Credit (these will be requested on our 2014 tax returns submitted in 2015). Taking these figures
into account plus the value of SRECs (Solar Renewable Energy Certificates) and electric bill savings, the
estimated payback period is around 6.5 years. We elected to use micro-inverters (1 inverter for each
panel) rather than a single central inverter. Both the panels and the inverters have 25-year warranties.
The package also included an Internet-based monitoring system that both we and the installer can view.
The next step was having SolarFlair perform a structural review of the selected roof. This involved
determining rafter size, span and spacing, and roof pitch to insure the structure possessed the necessary
load-bearing capability. Also, the age of the shingles was ascertained. Since the expected life of the
system is 25 years, relatively new roofing should be in place (or otherwise installed) so that the system
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will not have to be disturbed during its operational life. Because our house was built in 2003, the roof
satisfied all of the necessary capacities, capabilities and codes.
Using the acquired information, the SolarFlair engineers produce a panel layout diagram, as shown in
Figure 1.

Figure 1 – Solar Panel Layout Diagram
The diagram depicts to overall roof section perimeter, the underlying rafter locations and orientations,
and the panel positioning. Using the diagram, the installers are able to pinpoint the location of the
panel racks and associated mounting bracket hardware.
Once the layout was finalized, SolarFlair filed the design package with the City of Newton in order to
request the necessary building permit. (The cost of the permit is included in the price of the system.)
MAKING IT HAPPEN. After the building permit was in hand, SolarFlair contacted us to schedule an
installation start date. SolarFlair estimated the installation would require 5 days. We agreed on a date
approximately 2 weeks in the future (a January date), with the understanding that inclement weather,
snow on the roof or other unpredictable factors could affect the date. As it turned out, the region was
blanketed by bitter cold and the installation start was (thankfully) delayed several days. The actual start
date was Thursday, January 9, 2014, and more moderate weather was called for over the next several
days. The installation work proceeded approximately as follows:
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Thursday, Jan 9 (Day 1): Determine inside wiring path from garage to attic. Layout garage
electrical boxes. Pull electrical cables between garage and attic.
Friday, Jan 10 (Day 2): Staple electrical cables in attic. Run electrical conduit in garage, pull
cables through conduit. Wire garage electrical boxes. Install and wire outside shutoff switch. By end of
day, electrical wiring largely completed.
Saturday, Jan 11: No work performed.
Sunday, Jan 12: no work performed.
Monday, Jan 13 (Day 3): Install panel mount brackets and racks on roof.
Tuesday, Jan 14: Inclement weather, work postponed.
Wednesday, Jan 15 (Day 4): Install solar panels on roof racks. Wire panels together and connect
through roof opening to attic electrical cables. Complete wiring of garage electrical boxes. Connect
outside cutoff switch to house main feed (requires shutdown of house electricity for about 15-20
minutes). Install monitoring system equipment, connect equipment to existing home Internet service
router. Check installation.
Note that the actual installation took 4 days instead of the projected 5. Figures 2-8, below, illustrate the
installation process. The remaining figures illustrate post-installation items.
CONCLUSION. The installation process was quite painless and straightforward. During installation, it
was helpful to have a family member at home while the installation crew was present. The crew had
unfettered access to the garage at all times and needed periodic access to the attic. Because the
outside temperature range was between 28-45°F, it was necessary to insure outside access doors were
opened only for the minimal time needed. The crew did a nice job of cleaning up after work completion
and was courteous and professional throughout. Overall, we were well satisfied with the installation.
POST-INSTALLATION. The following are the significant post-installation events that resulted in the
system becoming operational:
January 21 - An electrical inspector from the City and an installer from SolarFlair made a site visit to
inspect the installation. The inspector approved the work and signed off on the building permit.
Late January-Early February - A building inspector from the City made a site visit to inspect the solar
panel installation. We were out of town for several days, so we can’t identify the exact date of this visit.
That inspector retrieved the building permit.
Late January-Early February - In the background, once the electrical inspection received approval,
SolarFlair made arrangements with the power company (NSTAR) to have them perform their inspection
of the system, and replace their existing power meter with a “net” power meter.
February 15 – An NSTAR technician replaced their existing power meter with a new “net” power meter.
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February 19 – A SolarFlair technician came to the house, inspected the system, and then connected the
system to the grid. He indicated it could take 24-48 hours for the system to bring itself to full operation.
He explained the use of the Internet-based monitoring system and how to obtain the Smartphone app.
GB downloaded the app to his iPhone.
February 19-23 – GB monitored output of the system. None was observed on either the production
meter or the Smartphone app. GB left a message on the SolarFlair technician’s voicemail advising him of
the situation (the technician also has access to the Internet information).
February 24 – GB spoke with the SolarFlair technician and reviewed with him the settings of the various
pieces of equipment (switches, breakers, surge protector, meter, etc.). We agreed that there was no
evident discrepancy. He indicated a technician would be dispatched.
February 25 – Two SolarFlair technicians arrived and examined the system. They quickly determined
that a necessary connection did not appear to be functioning properly and within 30 minutes had
corrected the problem. The production meter immediately began registering system power generation
(it was near noon at this point). Shortly thereafter, the Smartphone app also began indicating power
generation. Since that time, all has been working quite nicely.
February 28 – In 3.5 days of operation, the system generated 78.4 kWh of electricity.
April 17 – In 51 days of operation, the system has generated 1135 kWh (=1.135 MEGAWATT hours) of
electricity. This production represents a net of 200 kWh more electricity than we consumed during that
period. For financial comparison purposes, our NSTAR electric bill for the period January 17 – February
19, 2014 came to $117.24 for 620 kWh of use, while our electric bill for the next period, February 19 –
March 19, 2014 came to $19.67 for 74 kWh of use. Recall that our system began producing power on
February 25th.

ILLUSTRATIONS. The pages that follow present a number of photographs taken during and after the
installation. These pictures can assist you in visualizing the activities and components associated with
the installation and operation of the system.
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Figure 2 – Installing/Wiring Garage Electrical Boxes (Meter and Breakers)
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Figure 3 – SolarFlair Installers Planning Roof Rack Installation

Figure 4 – Roof Rack Installation Moving Along.
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Figure 5 – Solar Panels Going Up

Figure 6 – Solar Panels Being Locked Down
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Figure 7 – Solar Panels Completed

Figure 8 – Outside Solar Shutoff (l) and Power Company (Old) Meter (r)
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Figure 9 – Power Company New “Net” Meter

Figure 10 – SolarFlair Techs Correct System Malfunction
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Figure 11 – Power Production Meter and Panel Breakers

Figure 12 – Internet Interface Device
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Figure 13 – Internet Interface Device Readout (04/17/14)
Bottom row data 5.79 kW: Solar Panel Power Output (at time of photo)
1.14 MWh: Lifetime (cumulative) Solar Panel Output (1.14 MegaWatt hours)
28: Number of operational Solar Panels

Figure 14 – Sample Web Page Information (Sunny Day, Minimal Clouds)
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